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Project Summary

In its entirety, the Virtual Footlocker Project 
focuses on the development of an open-
source, cross-system platform system for 
capturing and preserving the personal 
communication and documentary record of 
the modern soldier.
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Project Team

Dr. Allan A. Martell

Postdoctoral Researcher

Gillian Brownlee

Graduate Assistant
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Elements of Phase Two

• Institute of Museum & Library Services Grant: $390,706

• Advisory Board

• Focus Groups

• Analysis and Technical Mapping

• Workshop/Curriculum Development
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Focus Groups

• 22 Focus Groups
• Four per military branch (two 

officer/two enlisted)
• Two focus groups for women only

• 1.5-hour sessions & $150 compensation

• Zoom-based

• Open Coding Analysis
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Participant 
Demographics

• 99 Participants
• Rank Type: 30% Officer/4% Warrant 

Officer/66% Enlisted

• Race: 76% White/24% Non-White
• Gender: 43% Female/56% Male/1% Other
• Branch: 26% Army, 25% Air Force, 19% 

Navy, 15% Marines, 15% Coast Guard
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Love Me Binders:
Military Veterans’ Personal Archives
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Challenge
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https://health.mil/-/media/Images/MHS/Photos/JHIE.ashx?h=407&la=en&mw=720&w=720&hash=AD3E9C1EA196A5DAF7EA9FE91BCA412DB907E178FD1B3A66C9295219CD065144
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https://media.defense.gov/2011/Jan/09/2000294573/-1/-1/0/110105-F-5688L-052.JPG


“Around the beginning of the Iraq war, digital media 
just exploded so much and unfortunately, some of 
that stuff has already been lost and a lot more will be 
lost because people just don’t know how to preserve 
this stuff and don’t think about it...”
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https://media.defense.gov/2011/Jan/09/2000294573/-1/-1/0/110105-F-5688L-052.JPG


“So again, anything that can get people to think about 
it closer to the point of generating these artifacts and 
media and stuff is great.” P08
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https://media.defense.gov/2011/Jan/09/2000294573/-1/-1/0/110105-F-5688L-052.JPG


Record Loss
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https://media.defense.gov/2019/Oct/18/2002196804/-1/-1/0/191012-A-CK868-025.JPG


“... the digital stuff, I had primarily on 
thumb drives, and I had like this huge 

terabyte when they were like 
ginormous. Now you can get nice 

sized ones that are small...”
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https://media.defense.gov/2018/Apr/27/2001909423/780/780/0/180425-F-AO469-004.JPG


“... But I lost that one in a move, and that 
one hurt my heart. I was like, no. I’ve lost 
everything. Our movies we watched, the 

random billions of song you downloaded just 
to keep your mind occupied that we used to 
play in our backgrounds, all of that got lost 
in the move, and I was devastated. I think I 

dropped a few cellular tears for that.” P41 
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https://media.defense.gov/2018/Apr/27/2001909423/780/780/0/180425-F-AO469-004.JPG


1. No documenting
2. Moving
3. Misplacing
4. Losing access
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https://media.defense.gov/2017/Nov/02/2001837187/-1/-1/0/170502-F-DB163-023.JPG


Context
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1. Underrepresentation of health conditions (e.g. 
PTSD) (Morgan et al., 2019)

2. Proof of service required to access benefits 
(Moering 2011)

3. Government information is sometimes 
inaccurate (Frueh et al. 2015)

4. Active-service members have been 
encouraged to manage their own records
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https://media.defense.gov/2009/Jul/27/2000514630/-1/-1/0/090701-F-5759C-014.JPG


Love Me Binders
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https://media.defense.gov/2017/Jul/28/2001784750/-1/-1/0/170726-F-JW594-063.JPG


“The daily journal that I kept 
especially when I was deployed, I 
use that to help when I was going 
through the process of getting a 

certain percentage based on different 
things that were wrong with me from 
being deployed twice and the regular 

day-to-day in the Army…”
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https://media.defense.gov/2010/Oct/14/2000316503/780/780/0/101013-F-5040D-0014.JPG


“... I was able to go back to exact 
dates and times when certain events 

happened which aided in that 
process because on the flip side, the

Army didn’t keep very good 
records of what I did and didn’t do 

and what went on...”
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https://media.defense.gov/2010/Oct/14/2000316503/780/780/0/101013-F-5040D-0014.JPG


“... So, that was a huge help to me 
when it came to getting my 

percentage for my disabilities that I 
have including my PTSD I think at a 
greater rate just because I did have 

those records myself...”
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https://media.defense.gov/2010/Oct/14/2000316503/780/780/0/101013-F-5040D-0014.JPG


“... I wasn’t reliant on what the Army 
remembered or what I could 

remember from memory. So, that 
was really instrumental for me.” P06
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https://media.defense.gov/2010/Oct/14/2000316503/780/780/0/101013-F-5040D-0014.JPG


Format
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● Three ring 
binder

● Filing Cabinet
● Footlocker
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https://media.defense.gov/2010/Dec/17/2000298000/-1/-1/0/101210-F-8519O-200.JPG


Records
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● Discharge papers
● DD 214
● School 

Certificates
● Awards
● Annual Reviews
● Travel Orders
● PCS orders
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https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c5/DD214_form_is_an_important_tool_for_veterans_150306-A-CX902-001.jpg


Uses
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“For me, I’d like to keep just so when my 
son gets older, he can see it and be like, 
‘Wow, my mom’s a badass.’ I mean, I’m 
gonna remind him as long as I live that 
I’m a badass but just so he can see all 
the stuff we have....” 
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https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a1/USMC-12630.jpg


“.. My husband’s grandpa, he still has 
stuff from when he was in, and he 
actually went through it with him not too 
long. So, it’s just kinda nice to go back 
and look and see what you’ve been 
through and all the experiences you had 
while you served.” P24
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https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a1/USMC-12630.jpg


● Accessing 
benefits

● Reminiscing
● Legacy
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https://media.defense.gov/2016/May/09/2001535018/-1/-1/0/150430-F-HW140-028.JPG


Moving Forward

• Curriculum Development
• For archivists
• For active duty & veterans

• Curriculum Deployment

• External Promotion

• Conferences & Publications

• Data-banking 
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Follow us!

www.virtualfootlocker.com

www.facebook.com/virtualfootlocker

@vrt_footlocker

@virtualfootlocker
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